B. Arch Curriculum

FIRST YEAR (CORE)

**FALL**
- DSN S 402
- OR
- DSN S 412
- OR
- DSN S 521
- 4 CH
- 4 CH
- 4 CH

**SPRING**
- DSN S 402
- OR
- DSN S 412
- OR
- DSN S 521
- 4 CH
- 4 CH
- 4 CH

**SECOND YEAR**

**FALL**
- ARCH 201
- 6 CH

**SPRING**
- ARCH 202
- 6 CH

**THIRD YEAR**

**FALL**
- ARCH 301
- 6 CH

**SPRING**
- ARCH 302
- 6 CH

**FOURTH YEAR**

**FALL**
- ARCH 401
- 6 CH
- OR
- 403 ROME
- *semester

**SPRING**
- ARCH 402
- 6 CH
- OR
- 403 ROME

**FIFTH YEAR**

**FALL**
- ARCH 403
- 6 CH

**SPRING**
- DSN S 364
- 6 CH

### MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

**15 CH**

#### DESIGN STUDIO

**9 CH**
- DSN S 102
- 4 CH
- OR
- DSN S 511
- 4 CH
- OR
- DSN S 531
- 4 CH

#### TECHNOLOGY

**3 CH**
- MATH 145
- 3 CH

#### PROFESSIONAL ORIENTATION

**5 CH**
- LIB 160
- 1 CH
- AND
- DSN S 110 / 115
- 1 CH

#### HISTORY/THEORY CULTURE (req’d)

**9 CH**
- DSN S 183
- 3 CH
- OR
- DSN S 183
- 3 CH

#### COMMUNICATION REQUIREMENTS

**3 CH**
- RECOMMENDED
- ENG 150
- 3 CH

#### SOCIAL SCIENCE & HUMANITIES (2 of each)

**6 CH**
- HUM 110
- OR
- Social Sci. Elect.
- 3 CH

#### GENERAL UNIV. ELECTIVES

**3 CH**
- CRP 201
- REQUIRED

#### NON-MAJOR OPTIONS

**33 CH**

### CREDITS RECOMMENDED

**33 credits (15 if required)**

### FOR MORE SEE:
[www.design.iastate.edu/programs-minor/minor/urban-studies/](http://www.design.iastate.edu/programs-minor/minor/urban-studies/)

Contact: Professor Francis Owusu, flouusu@iastate.edu
Chair, Community & Regional Planning:

**+ MINOR URBAN STUDIES (15 CH)**

The undergraduate minor in Urban Studies is an interdisciplinary program that emphasizes urban life in a variety of settings and from different disciplinary and methodological approaches. The Urban Studies minor will allow students to explore varied and multiple dimensions of urban and community life through differing conceptual and analytical frameworks.

Students can pursue interests in:
- Urban history
- Urban design
- Neighborhood revitalization
- Economic development
- Social movements
- Global urbanization

The elective courses allow students to examine the interplay among different groups occupying urban space, the problems they encounter, their struggles for recognition, and the power, and the forces shaping the physical terrain they inhabit. Electives may be chosen from among courses from the Colleges of Design, Agriculture and Life Sciences, Engineering, Human Sciences and Liberal Arts and Sciences.

Students wishing to pursue this minor may elect to apply courses towards the minor that already form part of their degree.

**6 CR HRS**
- ARCH 221
- ARCH 322
- CRP 201 The American Metropolis (3 CR)
- CRP 291 World Cities and Globalization (3 CR)

**+ 6 CR HRS**
- REQUIRED FOR URBAN MINOR COUNT TOWARD University Gen. Electives

**3 CR HRS (300 OR ABOVE)**
- ANY MINOR eligible ELECTIVE

**Contact:** Professor Francis Owusu, flouusu@iastate.edu
Chair, Community & Regional Planning: